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A method for semantic description of algorithms i  proposed. The basis of 
the method is the notion of a "tail function" of an algorithm, describing all 
possible computations defined by this algorithm. The notion of a characteristic 
equation for an algorithm is introduced and some relations between these 
equations and the corresponding tail functions are shown. An example, illustrat- 
ing an application of the method, is given. 
Historically, some of the most basic questions concerning algorithms have 
been: (i) Given a function, is there an algorithm representing it ? (ii) Assuming 
that there exists such an algorithm, how can it be described ? (iii) Given an 
algorithm, what function does it represent ? (iv) Given an algorithm and a 
function, does the algorithm represent this function ? 
In this paper we make an attempt to answer the last two questions. The aim 
is to propose a method for functional description of algorithms. The basic 
idea is due to McCarthy (1962) and to Floyd (1967). 
DEFINITION 1. By an algorithm we shall mean an ordered quadruple 
A = (EA , TA , RA , 7A), where EA is a nonempty set (of labels of A), TA C EA 
is a subset of E A (of terminal labels of A), R A is a set (of objects of A), and VA 
is a partial function 
7A: (EA- -  T~) ×RA-~EA × R~ 
(a transition function of A). 
Let ~A be a relation in EA × RA such that (e, x) =~A (f, Y) if and only if 
there exists a finite sequence 
(e 0 , Xo), (el,  xa),..., (en, xn), n ~ 0, 
such that eo = e, x o = x, en ----f, xn =y,  and (el, x~) ~-- 7A(ei-1, xi-1) for 
1 ~ i ~ n. Such a sequence we call a computation i  A; if e n is in TA, then 
the computation is called a terminating computation i  A; and y is said to be 
the result of this computation. 
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LEMMA 1. The relation ~ A is transitive and reflexive; moreover, for each 
(e,x) in E A X RA there exists at most one ( f ,y )  in TA x RA such that 
(e, x) ~A (f, Y). 
Proof follows from the definition of ~A and 7A • 
Using the last result of Lemma 1 we can formulate the following definition. 
DEFINITION 2. The tail function of an algorithm A is a partial function 
YA*: EA X Ra -+ RA defined as 
7A*(e, X) = {Y if there existsf in TA such that (e, x) ~ A (f, Y) 
{undefined otherwise. 
Thus the tail function of A describes the results of all terminating computa- 
tions in A. 
Here and elsewhere we shall use the notation ~v(x) = ¢(x) as an abbrevia- 
tion of cp(x) =y  if and only if ~b(x) = y, i.e., for denoting the identity of 
partial functions. 
LEMMA 2. For all (e, x) in E A X RA , if e is in TA , then 7A*(e, x) -= X; 
if  e is not in TA , then 7A*(e, X) = 7A*(TA(e, X)). 
Proof follows from Definition 2. 
DEFINITION 3. Let-PA be the set of all partial functions ~: EA × RA---~R~ 
such that 
x)) if e is not in TA 
9(e, X) ~x if e is in TA • 
This identity will be referred to as a characteristic equation for -//, with 
respect to ~o; any member of -PA is said to be a solution of this equation. 
A solution 90 is said to be minimal, if for any 9 in F x , % is a restriction of % 
i.e., %(e, x) = y implies cp(e, x) = y. 
It should be noted that for each A there exists at most one minimal solution 
of the characteristic equation for A. 
THEOREM 1. For each algorithm A, the tail function of A is the minimal 
solution of the characteristic equation for ./1. 
Proof. By Lemma 2, 7A* is a solution of the characteristic equation for _d. 
It remains to show that 7A * is minimal. Let 9 be in Y'A and let YA*(e0, X0) = Y0- 
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Then there exists a terminating computation 
(eo, Xo), @1, Xl),..-, (en , Xn), n ~ O, 
e~ is in TA , x~ = Yo, and (el, xi) = 7A(ei-i, xi-1), 1 ~ i ~ n. Since ~o is in 
I~A, v(e, ,  xi) = 9(el - i ,  xi- i) and 9(e~, x~) = x n = Y0, hence 9(e0, x0) = 
cp(e i , xi) = ... = cp(e~, xn) -~ Y0. Thus VA* is a restriction of 9. 
Theorem 1 enables one to reduce problems concerning algorithms to 
problems concerning their characteristic equations. Therefore, the character- 
istic equation for A can be regarded as a functional equivalent of A. 
The following results may be useful in practice. 
COROLLARY 1. Let (eo, Xo) be in E A × R A . Let 9 be in F A . I f  
YA*(eo , XO) --= YO , then ~o(eo , Xo) = Yo . I f  g(eo , Xo) is undefined, then yx*(eo , Xo) 
is undefined. I f  ~oi , 92 are in I" A and ~oi(eo , Xo) ~ q)2(eo , Xo), then 7A*(eo , XO) 
is undefined. I f  Yo is in RA and for each ~ in I~A 9(eo, Xo)=Yo,  then 
)'A*(eo , Xo) = Yo . In particular, if IP A = {~o}, then YA* -~ rp. 
We say that a family ~b of partial functions is closed under restriction, if for 
each 9 in q) any restriction of ~0 is in ~. 
COROLLARY 2. I f  q~ ~ 1" A is nonempty and • is closed under restriction, 
then 7A* is in ~. 
Proof. Let c¢ be in ~ (3 T' x . Since rp is in/~A, YA* is a restriction of % 
since cp is in q~, VA* is in ~. 
A function 9: E A × R A --~ RA is said to be a complete description of A, 
if 7A* is a restriction of 9; and is said to be a consistent description of A, if ~o 
is a restriction of 7x*. 
COROLLARY 3. Any solution of the characteristic equation for A is a complete 
description of A;  the minimal solution of this equation is the unique consistent 
and complete description of A.  
Let J be the set of all nonnegative integers. As an example, consider the 
algorithm M = (EM, TM, RM,  T/vt), where E~t = {el, e~ ,...} and R M = 
J*(R M is the set of all finite sequences of elements of J). To define T M and 
~'~t, let x i , x 2 ,... be variables for elements of J, n o be a fixed element of 
J, n /> 0, i ~ 1, and let the following conventions be adopted: 
(i) e i : xj : =f (x  1 ,..., xm) stands for 
yM(ei , X I .... , X~) = (el+i, xi ,..., x~-i , f (x i  ,..., X~), xa+ i ,..., x~), 
i ~. j ~ n, 0 ~-~ m ~. n, f :  j,n _+ j is total. 
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(ii) ei : i f  xj = 0 then  e~ stands for 
t (ek ,  x l  ,..., Xn) if x~ = 0 t 
7M(e i '  Xl " ' "  X~t) = ( (e~+l ,  X 1 , . . . ,  Xn) otherwise t" 
(iii) e~ : goto ej stands for 
7M(e~ , X 1 ,..., xn)  -~- (e~ , x 1 ,.. . ,  xn) .  
(iv) ei : beg in  x~+l ..... x~+~ stands for 
rM(ez , x l  .... , Xn) = (ei+l , Xl  ,..., xn , no ,..., no), 
m t imes  
m~>O.  
(v) e, : end  Xn_m+ 1 .... , X~ stands for 
7M(ei  , Xl ,..., xn)  --~ (ei+l, Xl ,. . . ,  Xn--m), 
(vi) e~ : s top  stands for 
e~ is in T M . 
O~m~n.  
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The  above coventions are in fact the description of a language describing 
algorithms of a certain class. Note that beg in  and end  have the dynamic 
interpretation i this language. 
Let us denote x1 by x, x 2 byy ,  x 3 by z, and let M be given by the following 
definition of 7M and T M : 
e 1 : beg in  y 
e 2 :y :  = 0 
e 3 : beg in  z 
e 4 : z :  =f (x ,y )  
e 5 : i f  z = 0 then  e 9 
e6 : end  z 
e~ :y :  :y  + 1 
e s : goto e~ 
eg:  x :  -~ y 
el0 : end  y, z 
e~l : s top  
where f :  J~ ~ J is a total function. 
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By definition, the characteristic equation for M is 
~(el,  x) = ~(e2, ~, no), 
(p(ee , x, y) = 
~o(e3 , x, y )  = 
~(e4 , x, y ,  z )  = 
cp(es , x,  y ,  z)  = 
~(e~ , x, y ,  z )  = 
9(ea, x, 0), 
~(e,,  x, y, no), 
9(e 5 , x, y , f (x ,  y)) ,  
F (eg , x, y ,  z)  ~o(e6 , x, y,  z) 
9(e7, X, y), 
9(e7, x, y) = 9(es, x, y + 1), 
c?(es, x, y) = 9(ea, x, y), 
~o(e9, x, y ,  z) = ~o(e~o, y, y,  z), 
9(elO , X, y,  Z) = 9(en,  x), 
~(en,  x) = x. 
The equivalent form of this equation is 
9(el, x) = 9(e8, x, 0), 
~(e~, x, y) = ~(e3, x, 0), 
~(e3, x, y) = ~(e~, x, y + 1) 
~(e,,  x, y, z) = ~(e~, x, y), 
9(e5 , x, y, z) = 9(ea 'x 'y  q- l) 
9(e6, x, y, z) = qo(ea, x, y + 1), 
qo(e7 , X, y )  = ~o(ea, x, y + 1), 
~(~+, x, y) = ~(e+, x, y), 
~(e 9 , x, y,  z) = y,  
~o(elo, x, y, z) = x, 
~(en,  x) = x. 
if z=O 
otherwise, 
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To solve this equation, it suffices to find a solution for 9(e 3 , x, y). It is easy 
to verify that the solution is 
%(ez , x, y)  ~- min{u >.~ y I f (x ,  u) = O} 
= tu i f f (x ,u)  =0,  u >~y, and fo ry  ~v  <u,  f (x ,v )  ~0 
fundefined, if there is no such u. 
This solution is minimal. To prove it, let 90(ez, a, n) = m for some a, n, m 
in J. Thus f (a ,  k) =7(= 0 for n ~ k < m andf(a,  m) = 0. Let ~0 be a solution 
of the given equation. Since 9 is a solution, 
~o(ea, a, k) = 9(e3, a, k + 1), n ~ k < m, 
and 9(ez, a ,  m) = m. Thus ~o(ea , a, n) = m, hence % is minimal. 
Note that 
~ui f f (x ,u)  =0,  u •y ,  and fo ry  ~v <u,  f (x ,v )  ~0 
~h(e8, x, y) =- I0, if there is no such u 
is also a solution of the characteristic equation for M; ~b is complete, but not 
consistent, description of M. By Theorem 1, the tail function VM* is identical 
with %.  Therefore, the meaning of M is given by the following identities: 
~,M*(el , X) = 
7M*(ea , x, y)  -~ 
~M*(es , x, y,  Z) = 
~,,M*(e6 , X, y, Z) -= 
yM*(eg , x, y,  Z) = 
~/M*(el0 , X, y, Z) = 
rM*(e2 , x, y)  = min{u ~> 0 I f (x ,  u) = 0} 
yM*(e4, X, y, Z) = yM*(es, X, y) 
min{u >/y  I f (x ,  u) = 0} 
l x if z=O min{u ~> y + 1 If(x, u) = O} otherwise 
9,M*(e 7 , x ,y )  ----- min{u >~y + 1 If(x, u) = O) 
Y 
~M*(ell , X) = X. 
Thus we can state, loosely speaking, that for fixed x, if f (x, y) has at least 
one root with respect o y, then starting from e 1 , the action of algorithm M 
terminates, the least root is the result of computation. We can also state, for 
example, that for fixed x, i l l (x ,  u) has no roots greater than y, then starting 
from e 5 with z > 0, the action of M will never terminate. 
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